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By Cadie Piecuch 



MEET THE TEAM

 Rosslyn Maria @rosslynmaria - Vegan Recipe Developer 

Rachel & Scott  Johnston @plantedinthewoods - Sustainable
Living & Low Waste DIY'S 

Cadie Piecuch @naturallycadie - CEO & Editor In Chief

Yen Egebak @apple_acres_dk - Sustainable Gardening 

Rosslyn is a Vancouver based vegan food photographer, recipe

developer, and blogger. She is passionate about creating and

capturing delicious vegan recipes for everyone to enjoy! When

she's not baking or taking photos, she's helping aspiring food

photographers pursue a full-time career through her interview-

style podcast, The Food Photography Corner.

Rachael + Scott Johnston are the writers, photographers and creators

behind @plantedinthewoods. They use their platform to share their

journey to a slow and sustainable life on their new homestead in the

woods. They share low-waste tips and recipes that have helped them

cultivate a simpler way of life, in hopes of inspiring others.

Tasha Medve is a full time eco influencer and blogger and founder of

The Purposeful You. She lives on Vancouver Island with her

husband, rescue dog and their two year old son where she shares

attainable eco-friendly lifestyle tips with her followers in the home,

garden and on the go. Tasha is passionate about inspiring purposeful

choices in your daily life that positively impacts your well-being,

animals and the planet. 

Yen lives with her family, in Denmark, Scandinavia, on a small 4

acre homestead. For the past 10 years they have been growing the

majority of their own food. trying only to eat, what they can grow

themselves, and are constantly trying to explore the limits for

growing warm loving plants in a colder climate and extending the

seasons. 

 Tasha Medve @mypurposefulyou - Eco Living 

Cadie Piecuch is the CEO of Waste Free Planet, and she also runs her

very own Wellness & Sustainability blog @naturallycadie, where she

provides sustainable lifestyle tips and easy to follow plant based

recipes. She was born with compassion for all living things and as soon

as she learned about the plant based vegan diet at a young age, she was

instantly hooked. Cadie loves experimenting with new healthy recipes

in the kitchen and has plans to expand in the near future!
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https://www.instagram.com/rosslynmaria/
https://www.instagram.com/plantedinthewoods/
https://www.instagram.com/naturallycadie/
https://www.instagram.com/apple_acres_dk/
https://www.instagram.com/thefoodphotographycorner/
https://www.thepurposefulyou.com/home
https://www.instagram.com/thepurposefulyou/


MEET THE TEAM

Sahra Semra @sahrasamnani - Interior Designer 

Candice Batista @candicebatista - Environmental Journalist

Sahra Samnani is an award winning Interior Designer & self-proclaimed

home enthusiast. Currently living in Victoria, BC she runs a boutique

design practice called How To Be, which hosts a wide range of work

including interior, graphic and product design as well as home well-being

consultations. Sahra’s experience as an Interior Designer has taken her

across the globe, sharing her greatest passion in life and her deepest belief

is that every single human being deserves to live in comfort and harmony.

Candice Batista is an award winning Environmental Journalist and one of

Canada’s leading eco advocates. Her career spans national and international

media outlets, where she has used her background in environmental studies

and media & communications to produce and report on various

environmental and climate issues for primarily television and digital

audiences including Huffington Post, The Globe & Mail, The Weather

Network, CityTV, Rogers Television, The Pet Network, iChannel, and CTV,

where she is currently the National Eco Expert for the stations number 1

daytime talk show, The Marilyn Denis Show. In addition, Candice is also the

Editor In chief of The Eco Hub, Canada's #1 resource for eco living.
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A big thank you to all of our talented writers and creators for contributing

their knowledge and providing new and exciting ways to help save our

precious Mother Earth.

 

- Team Waste Free Planet

https://www.instagram.com/sahrasamnani/
https://www.instagram.com/candicebatista/
https://howto-be.com/
https://theecohub.ca/


Cadie Piecuch
A Letter From The Editor-in-Chief

Hi! My name is Cadie Piecuch, I started my journey to low waste and non toxic

living at a very young age. Growing up thrift shopping and being conscious of

waste, all while being the first one in my family to transition to a plant based

diet. It wasn’t until the past half of the decade that I really became more active

in the community. As the CEO and President of Waste Free Planet, my goal is to

inspire others to live their lives, as mindful as possible and I truly believe that

what you put into the universe is what you get back and that we all must work

together to change the path of which we are headed. Using this platform has

been incredibly inspiring, and I thrive on helping spread knowledge and

education to people from around the world on how we can all work together to

lower our environmental impact for a better tomorrow! 

As someone who regularly practices self care, it’s

very important for me to share that self care

goes beyond just skin deep. I am a huge advocate

for the quote 

I believe that in order to be able to take care of

our Planet, one must start with themselves. and I

believe that self care includes all aspects of

mindful and conscious living, for example:

1.Walking outside in nature and getting some

fresh air

Nature has amazing healing benefits and

movement is vital for a healthy body and mind.

Practicing yoga and gratitude is also a great

option. 

2. Eating a well balanced diet with lots of fresh

fruits and vegetables

Whole foods are what we need to fuel ourselves  

to be able to get through each day, along with

being sure to keep hydrated. Eating a plant based

diet not only helps with reducing carbon

emissions but it also helps decrease your risk of

variable diseases.

3. Staying away from toxins

"You must fill your cup before 
filling others"

Eliminating harmful chemicals and toxins from

your daily routine as well as toxic people, help

better the planet and your overall health. 

4. Keeping Stresses Low  

By connecting with loved ones and doing things

you enjoy and are passionate about, you can

keep the mind sharp. It's important to constantly

stay inspired and continue to learn. It's

important to educate yourself and others with

kindness and positivity to help make great

changes in this world

5. Lastly, enjoying some physical self care

activities such as a good skin care routine, epsom

salt baths, massages and anything that relaxes

the mind, body and soul for a fresh restart

ahead! 

As you can see, taking care of yourself first is the

important step you need to take before taking

care of others.  This will give you the energy and

clear mind you need to take the steps needed to

help heal each other and Mother Earth. Always

remember there is no such thing as perfection

but if we all work togther we can accomplish

great changes and do  our best to reduce our

environmental impacts!

Thank you for following us on this exciting

jouney and we look forward to continuing our

education and sharing the knowledge we have

learned over the time we've spent on this Earth.

All the love, Cadie Piecuch
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R E A L  O R  A R T I F I C I A L :
WHAT’S THE MOST ECO-FRIENDLY

CHRISTMAS TREE?
Let's Discuss...
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Artificial
Most artificial trees use chemicals, plastics and other

harmful materials during production, which of

course, is more damaging to our planet and makes

them nearly impossible to recycle. They are also

mostly manufactured oversees, therefore, will have a

larger carbon footprint when it comes to shipping

and receieiving.

Another factor to consider, is that fake trees

typically contains a harmful toxin, called PCV and

will likely shed dust into and around your home -

yikes!

New Yorks Times says 

"an artificial Christmas Tree must be used at least 10-

20 years before it can minimize its impact on the

environment. 

Just like a garden, Christmas trees are also grown

with the intent of being cut for use. A typical tree for

holiday use, can take up to 6-10 years to reach its

sellable height. During this time, it helps provide

habitats for wildlife and of course naturally help

absorb carbon and release oxygen.

Another great option, is you can purchase from local

growers and sellers, to help support small businesses,

and cut out the transportation carbon emissions!

A few tips to help further sustainability with a real
tree:

-you can mulch it afterwards for your garden next

season

-purchase a living tree to replant in your yard after

the holiday season comes to an end

Real              
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So, which is the more eco-friendly Christmas Tree?
Well, when it comes down to the facts, the living tree is by far the most sustainable option! Who

wouldn't love to replant their Christmas tree back into the ground?!  Next is the real deal, by helping

support local farmers (don't forget to think of a few simple ways you can up cycle it too) And in last

place, is the artificial tree. Unless you have been using your non-living tree for years and years -

because, as we know, it's always best to use what you have first - we recommend supporting the living

first! 

 

So, Whaddya think? Surprised?!



This holiday season choose to fancy up  your

everyday cleaner by repuposing snippings from

your Christmas tree! And it couldn't be easier! 

All you need is:

A Mason Jar

White Vinegar

And Your Infusers *can be different tree

clippings, cinnamon sticks, citrus peels or

essential oils*

How To:

Simply fill your mason jar with your selected

elements then fill to the top with vinegar. (if

using tree trimmings, be sure to thoroughly wash

each branch first)

Put on the lid & let ferment for 2-4 weeks

Strain to use and that’s it!

Vinegar & baking soda are my absolute go to’s for

cleaning around the house! 

Holiday Scented

All Purpose Cleaner DIY

Repurpose your Christmas Tree with this

By Cadie Piecuch @naturallycadie 

Want more antibacterial cleaning power?

Be sure to include some upcycled citrus peels for added antimicrobial

strength! 
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https://www.instagram.com/naturallycadie/
https://www.instagram.com/naturallycadie/


S U S T A I N A B L E  G I F T
G U I D E

2 0 2 1

OUR TOP 10 IDEAS FOR THE BEST  
SUSTAINABLE GIFTS THIS

HOLIDAY SEASON
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#1: SUSTAINABLE HYGIENE

ESSENTIALS 

I'm sure this one comes as no surprise, but we

absolutely love giving sustainable hygiene gift

packs! As something we will always need, it's the

perfect stocking stuffer!

SOME IDEAS INCLUDE:

Bamboo Toothbrush

Handmade Soap

Plastic Free Nail Brush

Corn Dental Floss

Dental Tabs

Metal Tounge Scraper

Stainless Steel Safety Razor

Bamboo Hair Brush or Comb

Organic Cotton Makeup Rounds

Other gift pack ideas include: 

Zero waste skincare, Spa bath & relaxation, make-up, Dry brushing & body exfoliation. 
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The Beauty Lover: purchase them a make up class or a

spa day!

For the foodies: Wine club tastings, or food tours. Or

purchase them a cooking class so they can learn some

new skills!

Are they creative? Book in a pottery or painting class.

Something that might inspire a new hobby or simply just

fun to try once. 

Planning experiences is a great way to reduce waste and is

often something people don't purchase for themselves. 

 

Here are some of our favourites: 
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DIY! Handmade gifts always have a special meaning!

We espeically love creating our very own sustainable

skin & beauty care! We have an entire DIY Gift Guide

filled with recipe inspiration! Click here to download

DIY Gift Guide

Have a sewing machine? Why not sew up a beginners

low waste kit, and don't worry these suggestions are

all beginner friendly! - Produce bags - Shopping bags

- Wax wraps - Make up wipes - Unpaper towels

#3: DIY
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If you are familiar at all with perfume, you

will know that fragrances are made up of

different ‘notes’.

HOW TO BLEND FRAGRANCES

WITH ESSENTIAL OILS

These are the first things you smell and they

also fade most quickly. Ideally, these should

make up 5% to 20% of your fragrance.

• Essential oils ideal for top notes: Basil,

Bergamot, Coriander, Eucalyptus,

Grapefruit, Green Mandarin, Lemon, Lime,

Orange, Peppermint, Petitgrain, Spearmint,

Tangerine, Tea Tree, Wintergreen

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

You smell these next and this is the ‘heart’

of the scent. About 50% to 80%.

• Essential oils ideal for middle notes: Black

Pepper, Cardamom, Clary Sage, Cypress,

Douglas Fir, Fennel, Geranium, Juniper

Berry, Lavender, Lemongrass, Marjoram,

Melissa, Neroli, Pink Pepper, Roman

Chamomile, Rosemary, Siberian Fir

BASE NOTES

These will begin to appear after some time

and last the longest. About 5% to 20%.

• Essential oils ideal for base notes:

Arborvitae, Blue Tansy, Cassia, Cedarwood,

Cinnamon, Clove, Copaiba, Frankincense,

Ginger, Jasmine, Magnolia, Myrrh,

Patchouli, Rose, Sandalwood, Vanilla,

Vetiver, Ylang Ylang

There are also lots of blend ideas you can

find online! If you want to make something

completely unique, you can use some

simple tricks to help with the blending. One

strategy is to remove the caps from a few

bottles of essential oil, hold them together

and sniff – not a perfect method, but it can

give you a good idea of how a blend will

smell (and if you have made a very good or

a very bad selection).

NOW THAT YOU HAVE ALL THE

TOOLS TO BECOME AN EXPERT

FRAGRANCE BLENDER, HERE ARE

SOME RECIPES TO TRY:
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how to make

perfume 
INGREDIENTS

•Witch Hazel

• Water

• 10-20 drops of essential oil

Optional: Dried flowers (because they’re

pretty)

HOW TO MAKE

Combine everything in a glass bottle, and

move contents around until oils mix 

HOW TO USE

Shelf life is approximentelty 2

weeks. Can refrigerate to extend
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Spray over clothing & skin until your 

desired scent



There's nothing more awkward than

recieving a gift that you know you will never

use - and also wasteful. When considering

gifts, its best to think about the person you

are sending to vs your taste so that they may

enjoy it for years to come!

Ask yourself what are they interested in? A

reusable gift pack might sound cool but are

they actually interested in reducing their

waste? No matter how eco a gift may be if it

doesn't get used it's still wasteful. Think

about what this person loves and see if you

can find a way to gift it in an eco friendly

way.

#4: GIFTS YOU KNOW

THEY WILL LOVE FOR

YEARS TO COME 

Organising something to do together is not

just a great way to try new things, it also

shows that you love spending time with

them! Organise a scavenger hunt (or

perhaps there's a company that already

does this in your area). Theme it with

something you both love, you could take

them on a trip to all your favourite site

seeing locations, favourite foodie spots,

best art stores or bookstores. Find a way to

make it unique to your interests you share

together. Or something as simple as a

camping trip, a weekend away or hosting a

dinner party.

#5: PLAN SOMETHING

FUN TO DO TOGETHER
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Books are always a good idea,

whether it be educational, or just

for fun! Its always fun to read

something new! Are you both

book lovers? Make them a

mystery box of your favourite

books! Not only is this a fun way

for them to discover new books it

also so special to share

something you love! Bonus tip:

Try searching for books second

hand and fabric to wrap them in! 

#choosetoreuse 

This is a great time to support

local makers and sustainable

small businesses. Want to

purchase something

handmade? Look for your

local makers in your area or

perhaps check out Etsy and

find someone near you that's

crafty. Purchasing gift cards

from your local makers is also

a great way to show your

support!

#6: BOOKS
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#7: SUPPORT

SUSTAINABLE + LOCAL



#8: SubscRiptions

Do they love learning new things? Grab them a membership

that will help develop their new skills. Something like

skillshare or Permacrafters.

Do they love their streaming shows and movies? Grab them a

membership for the year.

 Book lover- Kindle unlimited, or amazon prime are great

options! 

Pay for a subscription you know they love and will enjoy!
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#9: MENTORSHIP

Have they started a new business? Or

expressed interest in learning some personal

developments? 

Do they want to learn some photography skills? 

Grab them 1:1 mentorship. There are so many

experts out there that have knowledge to share,

thankfully we're starting to see so many of those

people offering mentorship. 

Getting the expertise knowledge is something many

of us wish to do but never end up purchasing for

ourselves. 
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Do they love yoga but want some 1:1

help? Grab them a 1 time session with

someone to help them master the

technique.



#10: HOMEMADE TREATS

Infused cooking oils: such as rosemary, garlic, chilli 

Create spice mixes and rubs

Flavoured salts: garlic powder, herbs or dried citrus peels

Meal in a jar: get creative, make them soups, dinners and desserts! 

Pet treats: make them a batch of biscuits in a cute dog bone shape
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When it comes to gift giving there is something special about homemade food!

While many think of the typical goodies like cakes and cookies, there are so

many other fun and easy edible gifts. 



How buying local
this holiday season
can reduce your
carbon footprint

By Tasha Medve

@thepurposefulyou

It’s that time of the year

where we like to spoil our

loved ones and ourselves.

All in moderation of course!

It’s also the perfect time to

take a moment and think

about where the products

we are purchasing come

from, who is making them

and how they are

transported to us. 

Did you know that more

than 60% of US consumers

prefer to buy their holiday

gifts online? We are here to

share ways you can shop a

little more sustainably this

year online and in person

through shopping locally.

Shopping locally has become

more of a priority for

consumers since they want

to support their local

business owners and keep

their economy strong.

Shopping local means

purchasing from locally

owned and operated stores.

When we purchase from a

locally owned business, we

are investing in our

community. The money

earned then can be spent at

local restaurants, businesses

and events within our

community.

A L L  T H E  R E A S O N S
W H Y  Y O U  S H O U L D
T H I N K  L O C A L  F I R S T

Why think local first
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Shopping locally also reduces your carbon footprint as the item doesn't have to travel as far to reach you. The

item is already in your city and the owners have most likely shopped in bulk. Speaking to local owners when

shopping allows you to find more purposeful gifts and perhaps there’s an interesting backstory to the product.

Purchasing from online only retailers outside of your city or country with fast shipping, usually means

traveling by air with more packaging waste, resulting in higher greenhouse gas emissions. 

Online shopping at
your local shops

We all love to shop online and there’s no doubt it’s

extremely convenient. Online shopping isn’t all bad!

Your local stores most likely have their own online

shop and will deliver to you OR you can pick up

curbside if it’s on your route. Think about it this way.

If a company drops off items to 15 homes on an

efficient route, that’s better for the environment than

15 cars going to the store and back home. Browsing an

online shop to prepare you for a smoother in person

visit can save you time too. A few other things to note

are whether your local stores have any sustainable or

green practices on their website and what packaging

standards they have if you choose delivery?

Companies who ship in compostable mailers or reuse

boxes will usually mention their low waste initiatives

on their website as the planet is a priority for them.

Secondhand or what we like to call pre-loved
If you love shopping secondhand you know this topic all too well. If you’re new to shopping secondhand or

preloved, welcome. It’s a joyous feeling! We tend to get more satisfaction out of finding a unique $5 woven

basket at a secondhand store than going into a big box store and seeing mass produced baskets that all look

the same. Secondhand can save you money, allow you to find more meaningful gifts and the best part, another

product didn’t have to be manufactured. Some secondhand stores have a website or log in so you can secure

items as they are posted to pick up later.

Research & ask questions
This is one of the most important parts to a more sustainable

shopping season.  When visiting local stores or looking at

items online, don’t be afraid to ask questions. Asking more

questions can often mean making more sustainable choices

inside your local stores. The more questions we ask, the

more owners will realize the priorities of their consumers.

Consumers have so much power! Lastly, if you have gift

ideas, ask where you might be able to get those items locally.

If you haven’t found the item you're looking for locally,

make the next step by asking your community.  You may

discover stores in your 
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neighborhood or city you didn’t know existed! This season shopping locally has so many benefits to the

environment and yourself! Start early to find those perfect gifts to avoid last minute online shopping.

Physically seeing and touching an item also creates less returns. Let’s shop purposefully and meaningfully this

year!



5  W A Y S  T O  W R A P  G I F T S
M O R E  S U S T A I N A B L Y

1: Upcycle Newspaper

When it comes to choosing a wrapping option for your gifts a great eco option
is to up cycle newspaper, this style is also becoming incredibly popular because
it then gives a beautiful minimal look and allows the decorations you add to
shine! Once the present has been received it can then be recycled. 
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5  W A Y S  T O  W R A P  G I F T S
M O R E  S U S T A I N A B L Y

2: Decorate with

Natural Elements

3. Use Recyclable

Kraft Paper

Forget single use plastic ornaments -
opt for nature instead! Go for a walk
and pick up pieces that stand out to
you. Some options may be twigs,
berries, holly and greenery and pine
cones and attach them with some
twine. The best part is you can keep
and reuse or simply place them back
in nature! 

Another great option is to dry food
such as oranges in your dehydrator
or oven. They can be reused then
composted at the end of their life. 

Another fantastic eco-friendly
option compared to standard
wrapping paper. It's sourced from
natural ingredients and hasn't
been coloured with dyes and inks.
It is also often thicker paper
making it more durable, this
means it can be reused several
times. 

When it's time to be discarded it
can go into your recycling bin
and will be recycled many times! 
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5  W A Y S  T O  W R A P  G I F T S
M O R E  S U S T A I N A B L Y

4: Furoshiki or Fabric 

Wrap 

 

5. Opt for items they

can keep & reuse

This is a beautiful way to wrap a gift,
it provides a luxury and elegant feel
to a gift. A great way to do this
sustainably it to purchase off cuts
that fabric stores may be throwing
away, or use your own off cuts. 

it can then also be reused for more
gifts or encourage the receiver to
sew their own items with their fabric
wrap. 

An added benefit is that you would
be helping to keep the Japanese
Furoshiki tradition alive. 

Of course opting for items that
can be re-used is one of the most
eco friendly options. Get creative
and think how could this gift be
wrapped. Would a glass jar work?
Could you use a beautiful scarf
that can then be used afterwards. 

Alternatively sew up a reusable
bag or purchase a decorative box,
add their name to it. While it may
feel weird asking for the
packaging back, explain you
made it specially for them for
their gifts.
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SIMPLE LOW WASTE

HOLIDAY ORNAMENTS

MADE FROM HOME MADE DOUGH

INGREDIENTS

1 + 3/4 cup flour
1 cup salt
1 cup warm water
1/4 cup cinnamon

METHOD

1. Mix warm water and salt, then add the flour and
cinnamon. (You can omit the cinnamon completely
if you don’t like the smell or you have allergies)

2. Knead with your hands until it becomes dough
adding more flour or water as needed.

3. Roll out the dough and cut out desired shapes.

4. Poke a hole in the dough so you can add a string
to them when they are dry.

5. Bake at 250 degrees for around 2 hours (or you
can let them air dry for a few days)

6. Add string or ribbon so you can hang your
ornaments!
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NOTES

Remember this is not an edible
recipe.
If you want darker ornaments
add 1 cup flour + 1 cup cinnamon(
instead of the 1+3/4 flour and 1/4
cinnamon)
If you have pets, be sure to keep
the ornaments out of reach as the
high salt amount is dangerous for
them to consume.
Omit the cinnamon if you don’t
like the smell or have allergies

By Rachel + Scott @plantedinthewoods 

https://www.instagram.com/plantedinthewoods/
https://www.instagram.com/plantedinthewoods/


D I Y  F E S T I V E  W R E A T H
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Keep on reading for a step by

step guide on how to create

your very own sustainable

festive wreath that you can

reuse for years  to come



Reusable Wreath Structure

Metal Door Hanger

Wire String

 Sprigs of Fresh Greens

Fresh Dampened Moss 

Decorative Pieces (optional)

Step 1: Step 2:
Choose your wreath structure *grapevine or

wire are our favourites* For metal, be sure to

fill the base with dampened moss and secure

with green fishing wire *this works great as it

blends right in* to hold in place. 

Step 3:
Step 4:

H O W  T O  C R E A T E  Y O U R  O W N  N A T U R A L  W R E A T H

"One of our favourite holiday
traditions is to create a festive
wreath from all natural supplies."

Supplies needed
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Next start cutting your greenery pieces and

arranging them into bunches to attach to the

base of the wreath. For metal, embed within

the moss to secure 

Once you're happy with your arrangement,

you can either hang to display or begin

decorating your wreath with your selected

decorative pieces. 

We love items we can find in nature such as

pinecones and holly. We also love anything 

 reusable such as hand made or sustainably

made ornaments. Dress as much or as

minimal as your heart desires



HARDWARE GREENS

NATURAL ELEMENTS

EXAMPLES

PINECONES TWINE EUCALYPTUS OR
HOLLY

WOODEN
DECORATIVE PIECES 

Choosing your wreath structure can vary

depending on preffered aesthetic and weather

conditions. If you live in an area with harsher

conditions, such as wind, rain and snow, a

sturdier metal base might be best. Also be sure

to keep your door hanger to future reuse. 

We love to choose greenery and decorative

items from fallen pieces directly from nature.

Next time you are out for a walk, you might be

surpised by whats laying on the ground below

you. 

METAL BASE GRAPEVINE BASE
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AETHER DIAMONDS

The future of fine jewelry,
designed for humans + the

planet.

Q&A with  

Historically, the diamond industry has been nothing short of disastrous for
the planet, but one company is aiming to reverse the damage done by
creating a new kind of sustainable diamonds. Aether Diamonds has
introduced the world's first positive-impact/carbon-negative diamond,
created from pollution in the atmosphere and using sustainably sourced
energy.

Relying on a direct air capture process to pull carbon dioxide and other
pollutants from the atmosphere, Aether has committed to removing 20
tonnes of air pollution per 1 carat diamond — and that 1 carat diamond
offsets the average American's foorprint for over a year! While a small
portion of the carbon removed from the air is captured in the creation of
the diamond itself, the company uses other carbon sequestration
methods to safely and permanently store the carbon away without harm
to the environment. These include underground mineralization and
reforestation initiatives.

What you may also be surprised to know is that these diamonds are the
only truly sustainable ones on the market. While other lab-grown
diamonds may claim to be sustainable, they're often produced using dirty
energy. But even more importantly, those companies still need to use
carbon as their raw material for their diamonds, and that means relying
on fossil fuels as their source of carbon. Aether hopes to give its customers
the ability to buy something beautiful while also doing good for the
planet.
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https://aetherdiamonds.com/


THE WORLD’S FIRST SUSTAINABLE
POSITIVE-IMPACT DIAMONDS

ALCHEMIZED FROM AIR.
A N  I N T E R V I E W  W I T H  A E T H E R  D I A M O N D S  

The story begins about a decade ago when our

two original co-founders, Ryan Shearman and

Dan Wojno, met while working at David

Yurman. It was there that they both were first

exposed to the ins and outs of the diamond

trade, and much of what they saw greatly

concerned them. The environmental impact is

staggering and the social and human rights

issues are heartbreaking. It always stuck out in

their minds as an industry that should be

disrupted in a big way. This is something Ryan

and Dan kept playing around with in their

heads, until eventually some time later, they

were having a conversation about air pollution

— and it occurred to them that the carbon

that’s warming our atmosphere isn’t all that

different from the carbon that makes up a

diamond. Inspired by this idea and enabled by

their collective experience in the jewelry world,

they set in motion what would eventually be

Aether Diamonds. They brought on Anthony

Ippolito as the CTO and third co-founder to

help them develop the science and the process

to achieve this, and then added their fourth co-

founder Robert Hagemann, who is the CMO, to

lead the brand development and marketing

strategy.

They built the business in their hometown of

New York City, not only to be among the

amazing community of startups that are built

here in NYC, but also because the diamond

district here is such a perfect representation of 

the industry Aether is trying to usher into a

better future. Over 90% of diamonds sold in the

United States pass through New York’s

diamond district, so the team really has their

finger on the pulse of the trade.

Tell us a little bit about Aether Diamonds
and how it came to be?

Q&AAETHER DIAMONDS
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How is Aether different from most
diamond companies?

Aether is different from every other diamond

company. They are the only truly sustainable

diamonds on the market, and the only positive-

impact diamonds in the world. We’re the first

to create diamonds from air using carbon that

wasn’t sourced from the earth. No other

diamond company can say that they’ve made

the planet healthier and cleaner. For every 1

carat of diamond we sell, we commit to

removing 20 tonnes of pollution from the

atmosphere — that’s 1.25 years of the average

American’s carbon footprint! We love being

able to give our customers the ability to offset

their own carbon impact by wearing a

beautiful symbol of their commitment to a

better future.

What made Aether interested in
sustainability?

Sustainability is at the heart of the company,

our process, and our mission. Where we also

hope to be different as a company is in our

approach to corporate responsibility. Climate

change is an existential threat, and the

expected effects of it are terrifying. While

government and individual actions are vital to

addressing climate change, corporations have

an even larger role to play. Corporations can

drive policy change, shape 



consumer preferences, and rapidly respond to 

the necessities of climate change at a scale and

pace beyond any other political or private

entity. 

When consumers, through their purchase

decisions, hold corporations accountable, real 

change happens. Aether is giving consumers

the only truly sustainable option for diamond

jewelry, and we’re doing it while removing

greenhouse gases from the atmosphere: a

modern-day alchemy that transforms the very

thing causing the crisis into something

desirable and valuable. Our commitment to

radical transparency and accountability for

environmental impact can serve as an example

of how doing well in business and doing good

for the world can go hand-in-hand.

Q&AAETHER DIAMONDS
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How does the technology actually work
to create the diamonds and reduce C02
emissions?

Essentially, it's a three part process to produce

our diamonds. First is the carbon capture. We

work with a partner company who operates

direct air capture units, which are giant

vacuums that pull in air from the atmosphere.

That air is passed through a special filter that

traps carbon dioxide and other polluting

elements. All of this is run on green energy, so

there are no negative consequences of running

the equipment. 

We then take the CO2 from them and put it

through our second stage, which involves

turning the carbon from the CO2 into a usable

form for creating diamonds, called a

hydrocarbon. Our last stage is using the

hydrocarbon as our raw material for creating

our diamonds in CVD (chemical vapor

deposition) reactors. All of our reactors are run

on sustainably-sourced energy, which prevents

any negative impacts on the environment for

the energy that’s required to actually grow the

diamonds.  All of our diamonds are made

entirely from carbon that used to be in the

 atmosphere and would have otherwise

contributed to global warming. That carbon

used to be in the form of CO2, so from the very

start of our production process we are

removing emissions from the air. But it’s not

just enough to remove those emissions, we

need to trap the carbon away via sequestration.

Carbon sequestration is any method by which

you can take excess carbon from the

atmosphere and capture it in a stable form that

can't escape back into the air and harm the

environment. Our diamonds sequester carbon,

but so do a lot of other methods that we use to

supplement our process, such as underground

mineralization of carbon and reforestation

initiatives.

Not only do our diamonds themselves have a

positive impact on the planet, but if a customer

decides to purchase an Aether diamond

instead of a mined or regular lab-grown

diamond, they’re actually preventing the

negative impacts that come with those other

options. One thing most people don’t know is

that all other lab-grown diamonds, even the

ones that claim to be “sustainably created”, still

need to source their carbon from somewhere…

and that somewhere is always from fossil fuels.

So while other brands may try to claim that

they’re sustainable, they fall short of fulfilling

that promise by the nature of how they source

their raw materials. Aether lab-grown

diamonds are the only ones available that rely

on a virtuous source of carbon.

What do you have in mind for the future
of Aether? 

Our goal with Aether is to remove 100 million

metric tonnes of CO2 in the first ten years of

operation. That’s over 6.25M years of the

average American’s carbon footprint today.

That’s the equivalent of removing nearly 22

million cars



Q&AAETHER DIAMONDS
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from the roads today. That’s over 150 trillion

kilowatt hours of energy from fossil fuels, which

is enough to power almost 15 million

households for a year. We’re also supporting

reforestation, clean water, clean cities, and

social justice initiatives, and will only grow in

our ability to make an impact in these areas as

well. For right now, our diamonds are carbon-

negative and our company is carbon-neutral

(factoring in our office space, energy use,

company operations logistics, etc.). Soon we

will be able to have our entire company

carbon-negative, by 2023. and eventually,

vertically integrating our operations. We will

have on-site air capture, solar and wind energy,

and diamond growing all in one facility. We

also plan to generate excess green energy and

send it to the grid so that we can provide more

sustainably-sourced energy to the market. 

We’re in the process of becoming a certified B

Corp, and that honor is something we’re very

excited about.  

Where can we find Aether Diamonds?

We’re very mindful of how a physical storefront

can have implications on the environment

(construction materials, emissions, energy

requirements, etc), so for right now we’re solely

selling through our website at

aetherdiamonds.com. We have a lot of

information on our site, and it's important as a

new brand that we be able to create a

meaningful experience and offer the right

types of education to our shoppers, who have

often come to us because they're looking for a

new way of shopping for jewelry. We always

have the ability to do virtual consultations and

even in-person visits at our offices in NYC with

our customers so that they can see the jewelry

and feel more comfortable with their purchase

decision. 

Aether Diamonds will be the first jewelry brand

ever to offset the carbon footprints of

customers’ weddings. This has never been done

before, and, as the most sustainable diamond

jewelry brand in the world, Aether is perfectly

suited to be the leader in this type of offering.

This program will run from 10/15/21 through

12/31/21, and for each qualifying purchase,

Aether will help our customers ensure they can

celebrate their special day without an impact

to the environment. The amount that will be

offset for each qualifying purchase will be the

average wedding carbon footprint of 63 metric

tonnes of CO2 — the equivalent of 4 years of the

average person’s annual carbon footprint.

Because Aether already removes pollution from

the atmosphere to create their diamonds, the

offsets for the wedding program will be

dedicated to preserving the rainforest in order

to have a diversified impact. The wedding

offsets will be in addition to the positive impact

that Aether already provides to customers

through their jewelry purchase alone. Each

carat of diamond sold by Aether already offsets

customers’ carbon footprints by 1.25 years. 

Did you know... 

Be sure to support  on Instagram & Facebook

@aetherdiamonds

https://www.instagram.com/aetherdiamonds/
https://www.facebook.com/aetherdiamonds/


WASTE FREE

B y  S a h r a  S a m n a n i   

H O W  T O  D E C O R A T E  S U S T A I N A B L Y  F O R  T H E  W I N T E R  S E A S O N  

SEASONAL DECOR
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As we deepen into Autumn and begin our journey toward Winter, the world around us begins to shift. Night

greets us earlier and earlier, golden leaves flick from their stems and branches as chilly winter winds carry

them away. Snow collects on windowsills and rain washes the coasts. The outside world transitions to a time

of rest and hibernation, and we retreat deeper into our homes- greeted by seasonal tidings and festive

celebration.

 

We have decorated our homes for centuries, celebrating harvests, seasons, equinoxes, solstices, spiritual

celebrations and commercial ones. The industry of seasonality has taken on new forms in modern times.

Home décor shops fill to the brim with plastic prop décor designed to bring you a sense of seasonal joy.

However, as many of us can imagine- this temporary expression of seasonality comes with a heavy price.

Holiday décor creates an immense amount of global waste, in all areas; production, consumption and

disposal. There are many ways to bring a celebratory seasonal atmosphere into the home without producing

more waste. We can look to the gifts of nature, the items we discard, and the art of craft to brighten our

homes for the days to come! 

Here are a few fun and inexpensive ways to decorate
your home for the winter season.

@ S A H R A S A M N A N I

https://www.instagram.com/sahrasamnani/
https://www.instagram.com/sahrasamnani/


 Mother nature is a magnificent decorator! Nature often

provides us with all we need for inspiration. Foraging for

beautiful branches, pinecones, pines, and dried flora is a

wonderful way to bring the elements of the natural world

into the home. It’s real, and an honest reflection of the

season!

 

There are a few rules for foraging that I once learned in a

Herbal Pharmacy class. Take only 15-10% of the plant,

bush, flower patch, seeds etc . This allows for a

sustainable practice where we mindfully harvest leaving a

minimal footprint. When we pull from nature we want to

ensure we leave a bounty for others to enjoy (animals,

insects etc!). Moreover we never want to cause

significant harm to the plant or micro ecosystems we are

interacting with. Less is more when it comes to décor,

opt for meaningful moments over indulgence.

Take what is already given. Look to gather fallen

branches, leaves, and pine cones! Lets not clean sweep

the area, but these are lovely gifts we can use and

repurpose for our fireplace mantels, vases and to fill our

decorative bowls.

 

Pines branches make for a beautiful mantel display;

pinecones fill bowls bountifully and slowly pop open as

they dry. Branches with a few dried berries or lingering

leaves create a moment of wabi sabi poetry. Collect

some dried florals to create homemade wreaths!

RESPONSIBLE

FORAGING. 

GIVE LIFE TO THE

FORGOTTEN AND

DISCARDED.

A year ago my partner and I went through a difficult

time financially, like the rest of the world, our

businesses were hit hard by the pandemic. As

December approached I didn’t have the budget (or the

desire) to obtain store-bought decorations for the new

space we moved into. I looked at what we already

owned, and went on a mission to create homemade

ornaments, garlands and moments.
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BUY THOUGHTFULLY

There is nothing wrong with wanting to purchase a few

thoughtful well-made, décor items to celebrate the

season. If you do, remember to support local

businesses, makers and creators. Invest in quality

items that will last your lifetime. Opt for purchases that

have meaning for you or your loved ones. Buy with the

intention to pass down these items for generations to

come.

STORE YOUR DECORATIONS WELL

Reuse and say goodbye to trends. Let go of the notion of your décor being in-style or trendy. There is no room in this

modern life for us to be tossing our belongings due to the shallow notion of trend. 

What makes us feel good and well- is enough. Store your branches, pinecones, dried florals and home-made

ornaments for next year. Reuse boxes and newspapers to gently wrap your items to ensure they preserve well for next

year.



Take your book page you are looking to repurpose,

apply an accordion fold, make simple tight folds and

make them plentiful.

Once you’ve completed this, fold the pleated paper in

half and staple the center.

Glue or staple the two ends together. This should fan

out your ornament.

Optional- you can cut the end to create more of a star

shape. Glue and layer ornaments together to create

lovely arrangements.

I used both glue and staples to secure the pleated sides

together. Attach a string of your choosing to hang

around the house or create a fireplace garland with

them!

Left out, and rain upon, I found a box of discarded books on

an afternoon walk. There is something about the muted

grey-beige pages of a script filled novel that sings beauty. I

took a rain-wrinkled book and borrowed several pages to

make some simple but lovely ornaments. You can use any

left over paper, magazines, and photos for this.

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

OLD BOOK ORNAMENTS.
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SEASONAL SPICE

It is not only our eyes that need

to feast upon seasonal delights-

all of our senses enjoy gifts of

the cycle we are in. Winter is full

of beautiful aromas; it is a

wonderful thing to fill the house

with scents of all spice, anise and

cinnamon. I love to create

ornaments out of spices as well

as fill decorative bowls and jars

with them to help scent the

home.

ANISE ORNAMENTS DRIED ORANGES

Dehydrated oranges give a

beautiful iridescent citrine shine

to a space. You can string them

together to create a bountiful

display, poke a hole in the dried

flesh and hang them from

fireplaces or fill bowls and jars

with them.

This one is rather simple, collect

some star anise and arrange

them into lovely patterns, glue

them together to create

fragment ornaments to hang,

stack on top of coffee table

books, or turn into garlands.

Slice your oranges into thin rounds, place on a baking sheet lined with a silicon mat.

Place in the oven on a middle rack at 200 degrees F, for 3-7 hours.

Check on them periodically to ensure they do not burn and they are fully dried. Let

them cool before using them!

Do as you please and enjoy the scent and glow.

They are simple to create.

1.

2.

3.

4.

The most sustainable thing we can
do when it comes to creating our
homes is to use what we already

have.

As this world struggles with over consumption, and over production, turn toward what you already have, what is already made and what

has been so generously given to us by this life and this earth. The truth is, when you turn toward what is honest and real- beauty takes on

new meaning. Suddenly your idea of what is beautiful changes, it becomes more whole and real. The moments you create in your home

shift from being purely decorative into a deep and meaningful homage to nature, and this beautiful cyclic life. When we collect from the

earth with reverence and breathe new life into something unseen or discarded-we create from a place of harmony. Your home begins to

take on a new form; your idea of what is beautiful shifts from props, to naturalness and reality. Seasonality becomes an expression of the

truth and the sacred exquisiteness of nature. In our thoughtfulness we give birth to ritual, and this provides us immense depth and

richness.



G a r d e n i n g
i n  W i n t e r

 

G A R D E N I N G  I N  W I N T E R

 W H A T  D O E S  I T  L O O K  L I K E ?

B Y  Y E N  E G E B A K  @ A P P L E _ A C R E S _ D K  

Meet, Yen. Yen lives with her

family in Denmark, Scandinavia,

on a small 4 acre homestead in

zone 8a-b, where, for the past

10 years, they have been

growing the majority of their

own food. Trying only to eat

what they can grow themselves,

they constantly try to explore

the limits for growing warm

loving plants in a colder climate

and extending the seasons. 

In the no dig gardens and

greenhouses/polytunnel they

grow fresh vegetables to feed

their family all year round,

watering only by collected

rainwater and growing without

additional heat in any of the

greenhouses. 

Growing and preserving food

for self sustainability, aiming

towards an increasingly more

plant based lifestyle.

Blogging on Instagram and

teaching in all the different

skills it takes to successfully live

and thrive in a more sustainable

fashion and

inspiring gardners and gardners

"to be" to plant a garden and

grow more food!
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https://www.instagram.com/apple_acres_dk/


I N  T H I S  A R T I C L E  Y E N  W I L L  B E  C O V E R I N G  S O M E  O F  T H E  G R E E N S  A N D
V E G G I E S  Y O U  C A N  S T I L L  G R O W  I N  W I N T E R  A N D  S H E  W I L L  A L S O  B E

G I V I N G  S O M E  S I M P L E  T I P S  O N  O T H E R  F U N  G A R D E N I N G  S H E N A N I G A N S
Y O U  C A N  D I V E  I N T O ,  I F  Y O U  A R E  L I V I N G  I N  A  Z O N E ,  W H E R E

G R O W I N G  S O M E T H I N G  O U T S I D E  T H R O U G H  T H E  W I N T E R  I S  J U S T  N O T
A N  O P T I O N .  

 

" N O  M A T T E R  W H A T  G R O W I N G  Z O N E  Y O U  A R E  G A R D E N I N G  I N ,
T H E R E  I S  L O T S  O F  G A R D E N I N G  Y O U  C A N  B E  D O I N G  I N  T H E

W I N T E R  T I M E "  

This essentially means that

timing our growth, so that the

veggies are fully developed and

can go dormant in their mature

state for a few months, is of the

essence for a nice long winter

harvest. 

Of course as food-gardeners, we

are probably the most

interested in what edibles we

can actually grow in the winter

time, and maybe you´ll be

surprised to discover how many

options you actually have to

grow cold hardy crops through

the winter months. Providing

you with fresh seasonal veggies

in a time where your body

needs it the most.

I´m gardening in zone 8a/b and

what I find, is that in the

wintertime, it is not as much

the cold, as it is the moisture

and heavy winds that limit our

ability to grow veggies in the

winter. Having a greenhouse or

some other structure of

protection like a caterpillar

tunnel or even just a garage

with a see through roof or a

windowsill, will be providing

the extra protection you need

to be able to expand your

growing season as well as the

varieties you grow significantly. 

 

Also important to bear in mind

when food-gardening in winter,

is that if light levels get too low,

all growth will stop. This occurs

up here where I live in the

middle of November until mid

January. 

So.. What can you grow?
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G A R D E N I N G  I N  W I N T E R

Food gardening in winter, and what to consider

Bearing all these things in

mind, what can I actually grow?

The most cold hardy crops you

can grow through the winter

are radish, onion, 



arugula/rocket, radicchio, pak
choi/bok choi, mizuna and
mustard greens. As well as the
more traditional winter crops like
spinach, kale, tuscan kale and
brussels sprouts, those will do
well during a freeze, and will perk
up, and even put on a bit of new
growth as the ground warms
back up in spring, before
eventually bolting.

Next on the scale of things you are
likely to be able to grow with a bit
of extra protection from the cold
and wet are carrot, beetroot,
turnip, chard as well as most of
the leafy greens. Also celery and
celeriac can successfully be
grown over winter, where the
ground does not freeze, providing
that lovely crunch and savory
aroma so distinct for celery. 

If you want to explore season
extension even further, you can
start seedlings of different
brassicas,lettuce, peas and onion
for a late winter/early spring
harvest. 

For that you will need a few
remedies to make up for the cold,
wet and dark conditions, and be
prepared to germinate seedlings
in the house in January/February,
on a heat mat or on the bathroom
floor, as well as providing the
seedlings with some
supplemental lighting (grow
lights) for a few weeks until
conditions outside are suitable for
the seedlings to grow on in a
greenhouse or cold frame. 

SOIL COVERING
 

Soil was never meant to lay bare.
Bearing that in mind, one of the
most important jobs in the
garden come fall and winter is
making sure that all the garden
beds are covered, so that those
valuable nutrients do not get
washed out by rain or snow.
Making sure that they stay in the
ground until they are needed for
new growth. Covering the soil can
be done in many ways - from
leaving the roots of the veggies
(ex corn, beans and chard) in the
ground, to covercropping,
mulching and/or covering with
tarps or 

weed fabric. Amending can be done at the same time or it can be done in the spring. Oftentimes
covering the ground does involve some kind of amending as the leaves, other plant materials or
compost we use for ground cover is also providing additional nutrients to the ground, essentially
amending the soil at the same time. 

SEEDS FOR NEXT SEASON
 

If we do not have the desire to grow all through the year there are lots of other gardening that can
be done besides growing stuff. Home saved seeds often get put up in the fall still in their seed
pods. A great evening craft project is sorting out the seeds, labeling them and making sure they
are stored safely, so that they last all the way to spring. One of the most enjoyable “chores” for me
is sorting out the seed collection, making seed lists and ordering new seeds. Seed swapping with
fellow gardeners is also a great way to spend some hours preparing for spring while getting to
enjoy the company of other like minded people in the community. 
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GARDEN PLANNING
 

Winter is also a great opportunity for planning next year's garden spaces. If doing crop rotation, it
can be very helpful to have a plan or at least a rough sketch of where all the different crops will go
in the rotation come spring? If there is need for new garden spaces, where do they go? and would
it be beneficial to begin the proces now in the winter? By tarping the new gardens, killing of
weeds and grass to get a small head start when crunchtime begins in the spring. Having a
notebook by the coffee table in the living room or a note in your phone can be such a great
reminder of all the great ideas you came up with or the inspiration you gained while watching
your favorite youtube channel or browsing through Instagram for new ideas. This can be all from
new varieties you want to try growing to garden layouts and tips for pest prevention. 

GARDEN TOOLS
 

Finally, come spring you will be so grateful to yourself if you spend a few hours during the winter
taking care of your gardening tools, pots and trays. What this looks like is ultimately a personal
preference to how thorough you want to be, but here are a few things to consider.
 
Tools are best kept under cover in a somewhat dry or/and ventilated environment. They will love a
coat of oil on any wooden surfaces as well as sharpening all the hoes and garden shears will make
the first use in the spring even more enjoyable.
 
Sorting out pots and trays in sizes and keeping them under cover is also of great value come
spring, as is cleaning the trays and pots to prevent pests overwintering and causing trouble when
the little seedlings emerge from the soil. 

There are many things we can be spending our time doing during the winter. I hope you will
thoroughly enjoy the winter gardening season, getting ready for spring to present yet another
clean slate for us to express our hearts desires, growing yet another wonderful garden and
growing as gardeners in the proces. 



'Tis the Season! 

Food is ingrained in our culture, all our events and holiday

traditions are centred around food. Food can also elicit so many

wonderful memories. We love food! But we also seem to love to

waste it. In fact, 40% of all the food produced in the USA alone

never gets eaten. And don’t think for a second Canada is any

better. During the holiday season, Canadians send up to 45% more

waste to landfill. All those Halloween pumpkins, uneaten turkey

dinners and desserts are ending up in landfills and that’s 

a real issue. We don’t typically think of food waste and its

connection to climate change, but it's a big one.

Sending organic waste to landfill is actually helping to drive

climate change, Landfills can’t aerate. This is known anaerobic

decomposition, and all of that oxygen deprived, organic matter

releases methane into the atmosphere. Methane is 72% more

powerful than CO2. It’s why we need to keep food out of the

garbage can! Wasted food is not only costing us about $1500 per

year per family, it’s costing the planet too! So as you plan your

gathering this year, consider these simple ways to reduce food

waste.

We love food! But we also seem to love to waste
it. In fact, 40% of all the food produced in the
USA alone never gets eaten.

How to reduce food waste
over the holidays
By Candice Batista @candicebatista

Keep
reading to
find out
Candice's
Top 5 Ways
to Reduce
Food Waste
this holiday
season

Check out more from
Candice at
theecohub.ca
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Compost food that is not eaten

Composting is the most powerful form of

recycling we have. By composting food that

can’t be eaten we are reducing the amount of

it heading to landfill. Compost is

decomposed organic matter made up of

biodegradable materials like leaves, dry grass,

kitchen scraps and yard waste. With the

assistance of decomposers – worms, fungi,

and microorganisms. – and the right

conditions, the materials break down into

decomposed vegetable matter know as

humus but often referred to as ‘black gold’,

and for good reason! There are many benefit

to composting, It Makes Your Plants

Healthier, That

“black-gold” makes your soil super fertile, it

improves the quality of the soil and it adds

beneficial microbes and nutrients making

growing a little easier. It’s very beneficial for

the environment. The value of composting is

increasingly clear, it cuts down on garbage

and it cuts back what we take out of the

environment, it’s really an ideal form of

recycling.

Find recipes that use up the whole

vegetable, container broth etc. If the

stuffing calls for half an onion find a recipe

where you can use the other half. And if

you are making mashed potatoes, keep the

skins. They can be baked and are a

delicious snack. Planning also includes not

over-cooking. I’ve been guilty of this, where

I have worried that I will not have enough

food. Plan out your menu and take

a look at LoveFoodHateWaste.com can

help you figure out your perfect

portion size. 
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Meal Plan

Meal planning and paying close attention to

what you have in your fridge before you

grocery shop will cut that waste by almost

half. Make a list of the items you need before

you shop, this helps to prevent

buying something you already have. When

choosing your recipes choose ones that have

healthy staples like whole-wheat pasta,

potatoes, yams and brown rice paired with

budget-friendly proteins like legumes, lentils,

all packed with fiber. And while you are meal

planning try to find recipes that use up all

the food you are preparing.

Buy “ugly” food
Have you ever wondered why grocery store

food displays look so good? It’s not because

all the food arrives looking like that. It’s

because all that food goes through a strict

culling process to meet visual demands.

Food that is bruised or looks a little flaccid is

thrown away. There are some grocery stores

that are now displaying this “ugly” food. If

you are peeling, mashing it or boiling it, it

will not matter how it looks!

Tell guests to BYOC

Get your guests to bring their own

containers (BYOC). This is a great

way to deal with leftover food you

know you are not going to eat. Most

people will be happy to take it!

Freeze what you can

Don’t wait to do this, get to it as soon as you

can. If you have left over turkey you can

freeze it to make soup at a later date. Same

goes for bread. Freezing food helps to

reduce food waste so much, just make sure

you label it with the date. Almost half of the

31 billion dollars of food waste happens at

the consumer level, so keep these final few

things in mind: Treat best before/sell by

dates as guidelines, We can shop smarter

and only buy the food we know we will

consume, Store Foods Properly, Plan meals,

Don’t over prepare foods, but if you do make

sure you eat the leftovers.



By Rosslyn Maria @rosslynmaria

Easy, 1-portion  plant
milk hot chocolate you

can whip up in
minutes.

INGREDIENTS

METHOD

1 cup non-dairy milk

1 tbsp cocoa powder

splash of vanilla 

maple syrup to taste 

Add everything to a milk

frother or to a small pot over

medium-low heat and whisk

until fully combined and

hot. 

Vegan Hot 
Chocolate

H O W  T O  M A K E
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NOTES

Top with your favourite vegan marshmallows or coconut whip 

Any plant milk will do the trick 

Feel free to adjust the sugar measurment to your taste! For

sweeter add a little more, if you like it darker, add less

 Preheat your mug  to allow your hot cocoa to stay warmer, longer! 

SPECIAL TIP?

https://www.instagram.com/rosslynmaria/


The Ultimate Menu For The Perfect 
Plant Based Christmas Dinner Party 

Menu & Recipes By Cadie Piecuch 
@naturallycadie
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CHARCUTERIE BOARD

A P P E T I Z E R  

CLASSIC MASHED POTATOES

M A I N S

 

HOLIDAY
FEAST

C R E A T E D  B Y  C A D I E  P I E C U C H

ROASTED BRUSSEL SPROUTS

FESTIVE STUFFING

S I D E S

VEGAN ROAST

NATURE'S CRANBERRY SAUCE

VEGAN MUSHROOM GRAVY

D E S S E R T

CHOCOLATE MOUSSE
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Herbs and spices can take a recipe
from bland and boring to something
spectacular. Never be without a
stock of herbs in your pantry.

Garlic and onions should be used
liberally. Sautéed in olive oil or 
 vegan butter. These two add so
much flavor for so little effort.
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A Charcuterie Board is the perfect appetizer for any occasion!

What to include to make a Balanced Plant Based Charcuterie Board

Hummus and/or Cashew Spread
Rice Crackers
Fresh Fruits & Veggies
Dried Fruits
Nuts
Olives
Gluten Free Bread

Charcuterie Board

Appetizer 
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Mashed Potatoes are super easy to make, and even easier to make
vegan!

Classic Mashed Potatoes

BASE INGREDIENTS

Potatoes, Plant Milk, Vegan Butter, Salt+Pepper

METHOD

Place 2lbs of peeled &. chopped potatoes in a pot of water and bring
to a boil. Cook until soft. 
Once cooked, strain water and put into a bowl. Whip in 4 Tbsp Vegan
Butter and ½ cup Unsweetened Plant Milk.
Mash and Salt + Pepper to taste. 
(Optional) Garnish with Chives and roasted Garlic. 

Main
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What holiday dinner would be complete without gravy! 

Vegan Mushroom Gravy

BASE INGREDIENTS

METHOD

1 1/2 cups of diced
mushrooms
2 cups mushroom
broth 
3 tbs of gluten free
flour
1-2 cloves of fresh
minced garlic
1 tsp soy sauce
1/2 tsp of  dried herbs
sage, thyme
salt & pepper to taste 

Pan fry mushrooms with
oil until golden.
Meanwhile, blender the
remainder of the
ingredients until
combined and put into
saucepan. Simmering and
stiring until desired
consistency  
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This recipe could make nearly anyone a fan with these toasty babies!

Roasted Brussel Sprouts

1 lb of brussel
sprouts *locally +
organically grown
preferred*
2 tbsp of oil *olive
or coconut*
salt + pepper to
taste 

BASE INGREDIENTS

METHOD

Heat up oil in a pan
over medium heat.
Then add brussel
sprouts to the skillet
and cook without
stirring until the
undersides of the
sprouts turn golden
brown, roughly 5
minutes. 
Stir to turn sprouts
over, and cook other
sides until golden
brown, another 5
minutes. 
Season with salt &
black pepper! 

WANT TO ADD SOME FESTIVE FLAVOUR? 

Try adding in some pecans & dried cranberries  

OTHER FLAVOUR 
OPTIONS 

Lemon & Salt
Fresh Minced Garlic
Vegan Parmesean

Balsamic Reduction
Coconut Oil & Lemon

Brussel sprouts make a perfect
side dish accompanied by mashed

potatoes, mushroom gravy,
homemade cranberry sauce with
stuffing, and any holiday roast of
your choice like, seitan, legumes,

tofu and more.
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Nature's Cranberry Sauce
BASE INGREDIENTS

 1 1/2  cup fresh
cranberries
1/4 cup maple
syrup
pinch of salt
½ cup water
1 orange peel
1 cinnamon stick

METHOD

Wash fresh
cranberries, and put
into pan,  along with
water, salt, cinnamon
stick, orange peel and
syrup. Bring to a slow
boil Simmer until
cranberries split and
sauce starts to
thicken. Remove from
heat and let cool
before consuming 
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One Loaf Of Gluten Free Bread
2 Celery Sticks (chopped)
2 Carrots (chopped)
1/2 Onion (Diced)
1/4 Tsp of Salt
2 Cups of Veggie Broth
1 Tbsp of Herbs sage, thyme,
rosemary, parsley
 1/4 Cup Vegan Butter

First start by cutting bread into
small size cubes
Next, in a large saucepan, sauté
onion in butter until golden. Then
add in celery & carrots, season with
fresh herbs & salt. Stir well and
saute until soft.
Toss in bread cubes, stirring to coat
with seasoning. Pour mixture into
8x8 dish and pour veggie broth all
over.
Bake for 35 minutes until golden,
and enjoy!

Vegan & Gluten Free 
Festive Stuffing

BASE INGREDIENTS METHOD
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2 ripe avocados 
1/4 cup cocoa powder
1/4 cup of maple syrup 
4 tbs of plant milk 
1/2 teaspoon vanilla extract
1/8 tsp salt

Chocolate Mousse

Dessert

Combine all the ingredients
together in a blender until smooth.
And that's it. Eat right away or
served chilled! 

Garnish with fresh raspberries and coconut whip! 
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Thankfully, for plant based
sake, there are tones of
meat free alternatives
available now, such as,
saitan, tofu, cauliflower,
squash or nut roasts. These
can easily be found at your
local health food store or if
you're brave enough, you
can even try making your
own from scractch! 

Vegan Roast

Extras

Dessert Tip

Sourcing your produce straight from the local
farmers' market and preparing it that same
day is the best way to ensure maximum
freshness and flavor.

From cookies and cakes, to pies and
mouses, dessert is definetlely
something you dont want to miss out
on, on the big day!

One of my favourite resources for
finding any recipe for any occasion
is Pinterest.  Have fun trying
something new and creating your
very own master piece this holiday
season!  

Quick Tip: Wishing you all a Happy
Healthy Holiday Season!

 
Love,

- Cadie Piecuch x 
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WE LOVE THE COMMUNITY WE'VE CREATED AND ARE HUMBLED BY
YOUR SUPPORT AND INSPIRATION

 
UNFORTUNANTLY MAINTAINING OUR WEBSITE, FREE MAGAZINE AND

SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE ISN'T FREE
 

WHILE WE WILL ALWAYS PUT MANY OF OUR OWN HOURS TOWARDS
WASTE FREE PLANET, YOUR FINANCIAL SUPPORT DOES HELP!

 
IF YOU LOVE AND ENJOY WHAT WE DO, PLEASE CONSIDER MAKING A

SMALL DONATION TO HELP US COVER OUR COSTS TO OUR PAYPAL 
 ACCOUNT

Are you enjoying our Digital Magazine?

PAY OUR WRITERS
HOST OUR WEBSITE
PRODUCE & DISTRIBUTE THIS MAGAZINE
MAINTAIN OUR SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE

YOUR SUPPORT HELPS US:
 

Are you a sustainable business or
influencer?

WE'RE ALWAYS LOOKING FOR NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR
COLLABORATION, CONTACT US VIA EMAIL TO FIND OUT MORE

ABOUT WHAT WE OFFER

HELLO.WASTEFREEPLANET@GMAIL.COM

HELLO.WASTEFREEPLANET@GMAIL.COM
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We want to hear your feedback
LET US KNOW WHAT YOU THINK AND BE SURE TO

GIVE US A FOLLOW 

Instagram Facebook

WASTEFREEPLANET.ORG

The design, brand and concept of Waste Free Planet Magazine are copyright of 

© Waste Free Planet ABN 23 596 247 592.
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